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Editors notes…
I have been contacted recently by some members asking if
the newsletter has been sent out because they haven’t received their copy when expected. As a member, I get a
copy of the newsletter mailed to myself as well since my
name is on the membership roster. And I am one of the
members who have been getting the mailed copy of the
newsletter pretty late in the month.
We have been completing the newsletter right after the
third weekend of each previous month (generally about the
23rd of each month) and sending the file to the printer that
day. They have been getting them printed quickly and in
the bulk mailer’s hands, usually in 3 or 4 days, for processing. It seems that some members are getting the mailed
copies pretty quickly and others are getting them late. Diana and I are looking into this issue and will try to find a
way to improve getting them all delivered in a timely manner if possible. It seems that the differences in arrival may
be due mainly to differences in processing through the
Postal System.
In the mean time, with help of our webmaster, Dodie, we
generally have the newsletter up on the website around the
first of each month. Not everyone has internet access and
is comfortable with computers but the online version will
almost always be available before the print copy arrives.
We have made steps to reduce the file sizes as much as we
can to help the download speed. The online copies have
the additional benefit of being available in color as well as
black and white.
Of course, it is always possible for an occasional copy of
the printed newsletters to get lost in the mail so if you have
not received your copy by the end of the month, please let
me know so that we can get you another copy mailed directly to you.
Russell Bartling - Editor

Assignments:
918-633-0234

Webmaster:
Dodie O’Bryan
Pawnee, Ok
scout@skally.net
Librarian:
Doug Redden
2050 E. 410 Rd.
Oologah, Ok. 74053
Doug.redden2@att.net

918-230-2960

The Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association, a non-profit organization Our purposes are the sharing
of knowledge, education and to promote a more general appreciation of the fine craftsmanship everywhere. We are a
chapter of the Artist-Blacksmith Association of North America.
Material from this newsletter may be freely copied
without permission for non-profit purposes. Please credit the
author and this publication.
Visit our Saltfork Craftsmen Website:
www.saltforkcraftsmen.org
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President’s Notes:
I probably need to start out with an apology to John Cook.
When we, (the board) decided on a date for the picnic, we failed to
realize that that date was already taken by John Cook for the South
Central meeting. He has very graciously opted to move his meeting
date to 17th of October. Thank you John! This years picnic will be
held at the museum in Elk City on 18th of April. Mandell spoke of
having a Forge welded 3 inch ring for a forging contest. Now we just
spoke about the contest briefly at the south central March meeting at
my place, so it may not be for sure.
After talking to Eric Jergensen and doing a little reading, I've
learned more about the didymium glasses that I had spoke about in
last months newsletter. The way I understand it, they only help for sodium flair. It turns out
that for forging, we actually need a welders type of glasses, or lenses. A number three
shade should be sufficient. I believe that is about what cutting torch goggles are. If anyone
knows more about this, I would certainly like to know, because I feel that I am not educated enough on this to really even be talking about it. But I do feel that our eyes are important!
On Wednesday the 18th of March, I received a phone call from a Nora Swidler with
Leftfield Entertainment. She is a casting associate who is looking for weapons experts for
a TV series that they are going to have, that shows possibly teams of folks forging and finishing weapons. I expect it is the usual, swords, and maybe knives. As I tried to tell her that
I was not the guy for the job, and that I felt that there are many, many people that are very
much more qualified than myself, she told me that she thought that I was wrong, and might
very well be what they are looking for. I could just imagine this lady from New York City
listening to my speech, and forming a mental picture in her mind of this Okie hick on the
other end of the phone line! I couldn't help but wonder if maybe she felt I might be the
"uncle Si" or "Jethro Bodine" blacksmith that they might want to round out their show! All
kidding aside, they really are looking for people for this TV series. I am going to try to include the email I received from them so maybe someone interested may be able to pursue
this. (See the e-mail from Nora Swidler with her contact information on the next page - Editor.)
Spring is here and if you are like most folks, you are getting a bit more busy! I hope
to see you all at the picnic, and happy hammering to all!
- Byron
QUILTS WANTED!!
2015 Cleveland County OHCE Quilt Show
Our quilt show is rapidly approaching! May 8 and 9th at the Cleveland County Fairgrounds from 9am to 5pm. Any
quilt not entered in the 2014 Cleveland County OHCE Quilt Show is eligible to enter. Quilts are judged unless requested otherwise. The Grand Champion Quilt is awarded a sewing machine from Stitching Post in Moore. For any
more information, contact Carol Doner at 405-760-8388 or caroldoner@hotmail.com
Thank you for your time,
Carol Doner
Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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From: Nora Swidler <nora.swidler@leftfieldpictures.com>
Date: March 18, 2015 12:35:04 PM CDT
To: <byrondoner@esok.us>
Subject: Blade Experts and Enthusiasts for Competition Series
Hi Byron,
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me earlier. If you are interested in the show, or know of anyone else who
may be interested, that would be great.
A brief introduction is that I'm a Casting Associate with Leftfield Entertainment, in association with Outpost Entertainment. We're an award-winning television production company, responsible for hits like Pawn Stars, American Restoration and Counting Cars on The History Channel, as well as programming for networks like Discovery Channel and National Geographic.
We’re currently searching nationwide for charismatic weapons experts, enthusiasts, and engineers looking to showcase
their weaponry manufacturing skills on an exciting new competition series! This thrilling new project will focus on experts that pride themselves on producing the best blades in the world, whether they be historical or modern, large or
small. Showcase your talent for a chance to win a substantial CASH PRIZE!
If you're eager to put your skills on the national stage, along with your competitive edge and larger-than-life personality,
contact us today! I’ve included our casting notice below. Please feel free to pass this along to anyone you think would be
interested.
Thanks in advance, and I look forward to speaking with you soon!
Casting Notice:
NOW CASTING: BLADE EXPERTS AND ENTHUSIASTS FOR NEW COMPETITION SERIES!

Are you a Weapons Master?
Do you handcraft the best blades in the world?
Do you have a competitive edge, and will you stop at nothing to be the best?
Would you like to showcase your talents on the national stage for a shot at a CASH PRIZE?
If so, we want to hear from you!
A major cable network is currently searching nationwide for charismatic weapons experts, enthusiasts, and
engineers looking to showcase their weaponry manufacturing skills on an exciting new competition series. This thrilling new project will focus on experts that pride themselves on producing the best blades in the world,
whether they be historical or modern, large or small.

If interested, please email: nora.swidler@leftfieldpictures.com with your name, age, location, contact information, photo
and a brief explanation of your expertise and we will contact you with further information.
--

Nora Swidler

Casting Production Associate
Leftfield Pictures
460 West 34th Street
16th Floor
New York, NY 10001
212-564-2607, Ext. 2473
www.leftfield-entertainment.com
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Saltfork Craftsmen
Artist Blacksmith Association. Inc.
Board of Trustees election April 2015
There are four trustee terms expiring this year. The four trustees whos terms are expiring are:
Byron Doner, Bill Kendall, Mark Carter and Mandell Greteman.
You may choose from the candidates list or you may write in any other persons who are members in
good standing. Please vote for only four candidates by putting a check mark on the line next to their
names.
Byron Donor

Norman Ok

___

Mark Carter

Mcloud Ok

___

Mandell Greteman

Foss Ok

___

Bill Kendall

Tulsa Ok

___

Chuck Ogden

Yukon Ok

___

Doug Redden

Oologah Ok

___

Other_______________________________________________
These candidates are all good people. Any of them will be an asset to the Club and to the
Board of Trustees. Please vote once per membership. The election deadline is April 18th. Please fill in
your ballot as soon as possible and mail to:
Saltfork Craftsmen 2015 Ballot
C/O Diana Davis
23966 NE Wolf Rd
Fletcher, Okla 73541
You may also turn in your ballot in person at the Annual Picnic that will be held at the Route 66
Museum Blacksmith shop on April 18 in Elk City, Ok.
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stamp

Saltfork Craftsmen 2015 Ballot
C/O Diana Davis
23966 NE Wolf Rd
Fletcher, Oklahoma 73541
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Your Vote is Important….
The 2015 Board of Trustees Election Ballot is enclosed on the previous page.
Please remove the ballot and send in to Diana as soon as possible or bring to
the Annual Picnic at Elk City on April 18th. The election Deadline is April
18th so please get any mailed ballots into the postal system as soon as possible to make sure your vote counts!

Annual SCABA Picnic - Saturday, April 18th
The Annual SCABA picnic will be hosted by the NW Regional
group. It is being held at the Route 66 Museum Blacksmith shop in
Elk City on Saturday April 18th. Everyone is invited to attend and
have a good time.
Menu will be hot dogs and hot links. Please help out by bringing a
desert or other side dish. Hope to see you there.
SCABA Secretary
Diana Davis
Rural Heritage Festival In Perry, OK Postponed...
Dear Saltfork Craftsmen and CSMA members,
Due to Interior Renovation plans at the Cherokee Strip Museum this year, the Rural Heritage Festival has been postponed until October. I will send information about the exact
date in October as soon as possible.

I really appreciate your willingness to participate in our event and certainly hope you can
be a part of RHF during the new date.
Please call or email me with any questions you may have. Again, as soon as I have an exact date I will make sure to let everyone know.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
Kelly Houston
Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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Work Shop Schedule
May 9th there will be a beginning Blacksmithing workshop at the Murray County Antique Tractor & Implement Association Grounds outside Sulphur Oklahoma. JJ McGill is hosting the class. Cost will be
$35.00 and registration Opens May 1st. Class is limited to 6 students. Attendees MUST be members of
SCABA or join during the class.
May 30th there will be a beginning Blacksmithing workshop at Temple Oklahoma. Ricky Vardell is hosting this workshop and assisting teaching. Cost will be $35.00 and registration will open May 1st. Class is
limited to 6 students. Attendees MUST be SCABA members or join during the class.
Hammer class is May 30 at Elk City Museum blacksmith shop, 8:00 a.m. Lunch will be served. $35 for
materials and lunch. Maximum number of students is 10. Call Bob Kennemer to reserve place in
class (580-799-1878). Each student will make their own hammer.

August 29th– Play day – hosted by Don Garner at 23713 E. 860 Rd. Thomas, Ok. 580-661-2607
Oct 31- pattern-welded steel demonstration by Gerald Brostek, Elk City Museum blacksmith shop, 8:00
a.m., no charge, no lunch.
Diana keeps track of the workshops and the monthly meetings. Regular monthly meetings are always
open to anyone that wishes to attend. If you want to host a meeting in your area you need to fill out one of
the host forms in the newsletter and get it mailed in as soon as possible. Consider having a beginning
blacksmithing workshop in your area. We have a lot of new members that need a little guidance getting
started. A one day workshop will give many of them just the encouragement they need. Let me know if
you would like to plan a workshop in your area.
-Diana Davis 580-549-6824 or Diana.copperrose@gmail.com

Demo Opportunity…

SCABA Library Titles:
Robb Gunter Basic Blacksmithing parts1,2,3 and the controlled
hand forging series
Clay Spencer SCABA conf.2013 pts. 1,2 and 3
Jerry Darnell 18th century lighting, door latches and hinges
Brent Baily SCABA conf. 2011
Mark Aspery SCABA conf. 2011
Robb Gunter SCABA conf. 1998
Robb, Brad and Chad Gunter 2009 joinery, forging, repousse,
scrollwork, etc.
Bill Bastas SCABA 2002 pts. 1 - 6
Jim Keith SCABA conf.2007
Power hammer forging with Clifton Ralph pts. 1 - 5
Doug Merkel SCABA 2001
Bob Alexander SCABA 2008
A. Finn SCABA 2008
Bob Patrick SCABA 2004
Gordon Williams SCABA 2010
Daryl Nelson SCABA 2010
Jim and Kathleen Poor SCABA 2001
Ed and Brian Brazeal SCABA 2006
Ray Kirk Knives SCABA 2002
Frank Turley SCABA 1997
Frank Turley SCABA 2003
Bill Epps SCABA 2003
M. Hamburger SCABA 2007

I have a request from the Claremore Chamber of
Commerce for a blacksmith to demo at the upcoming Home and Garden show April 10-12. The Contact person is Ann Baker 918-520-9748. Anyone
interested should contact Mrs. Baker for more information.

-Diana

When I copy a set for someone I make three copies. Best time
to contact me is in the A.M. by phone.
- Doug Redden, Librarian
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Regional Meeting Schedule


SE regional meeting April 4th (0pen)



NE Regional meeting April 11th Will be hosted by Doug Redden at Will Roger s Bir thplace. The
trade item will be anything from a horse shoe. I have no information about the meal so assume it is on
your own.
Go north out of Oolagah on Hwy 169 and turn east (right) on E380 Rd (Birth Place Rd). There is a blue
sign at the road. Go east about 2 miles to the site.



SC Regional meeting April 18th This date has been set aside for the Annual Picnic. It will be held in Elk
City at the Route 66 Museum Blacksmith shop. Check out notice in this newsletter.



NW Regional meeting April 25th will be hosted by Dor van Ivy. It is being held in conjunction with
the Hammon Pioneer Days Celebration in the town of Hammon. The event is held in the park. The group
has been invited to demonstrate at the event so check with Dorvan to see what is needed if you wish to
demonstrate. I assume that lunch is on your own due to the number of food vendors at this kind of event.
Trade item is a bottle opener.
From Hwy 40, take exit 41 at Elk City and go north about 10 miles on
Hwy 34 to Hammon. In Hammon, turn west (left) on Foster Street
and go three blocks to the park (on north side of Foster Street).
The Cheyenne-Arapaho Pioneer Days Celebration is the same weekend. Every five years, Hammon celebrates the Cheyenne Arapaho
Land Run held on April 19, 1892 with the Cheyenne Arapaho Pioneer
Days Celebration. This event officially began in 1912 and continues
today with two days of old-fashioned events. These events include a
quilt show, parade, rodeo, dance, arts and crafts, car show, flea market, BBQ cook off, gospel singing, a FREE BBQ, and fireworks. During the celebration, the little town of Hammon grows from about 500
to several thousand people.
The Hammon Fire Dept. will also be having a pancakes and sausage
breakfast. I think for donations.

2015 meeting dates….
SE Region (1t Sat )
Jan.3rd
Feb. 7th
March 7th
April 4th
May 2nd
June 6th
July 4th
August 1st
Sept. 5th
Oct. 3rd.
Nov 7-8 Conference
Dec 5th

NE Region (2nd Sat )
Jan 10th
Feb. 14
March 14th (James Mabery)
April 11th (Doug Redden)
May 9th (Ed McCormack )
June 13th (Doug Redden)
July 11th
August 8th
Sept. 12th
Oct. 10th
Nov. 14th
Dec. 12th (Charlie McGee)

SC Region (3rd Sat)
Jan. 17th (Byron Doner)
Feb. 21st (Tony Cable)
March 21st
April 18th
May 16th (JJ McGill)
June 20th (R. Vardell)
July 18th (Larry Mills)
August 15th
Sept. 19th (Jim Dyer)
Oct. 17th (John Cook)
Nov. 21st
Dec. 19th

NW Region (4th Sat)
Jan 24th (Gary Seigrist)
Feb. 28th (Bob Kennemer)
March 28th (Mandell Greteman)
April 25th (Dorvan Ivy)
May 23rd (Terry Kauk)
June 27th (Don Garner)
July 25th (Gary Seigrist)
August 22nd (Monty Smith)
Sept. 26th (Roy Bell)
Oct. 24th (Cheryl Overstreet)
Nov. 28th (Mandell Greteman)
Dec:26th (Merry Christmas)

Meeting hosting form can be found on the last page along with membership application form.

Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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Around the State….
NW: North West Region February Meeting: The Febr uar y 28th meeting for the NW r egion
was hosted by Bob
Kennemer at the
Route 66 Blacksmith Shop in Elk
City. There was a
nice turn out for the
meeting even
though the roads
were icy and snowy
and it was cold. Ten
brave blacksmiths

arrived to enjoy the
day. The trade item was a
Cross. They kept four forges
going all day making a wide variety of
items. The heat from the forges was nice.
Some even enjoyed just watching others.
Lunch was homemade Pulled Pork,
baked beans, and all the fixins, with all
sorts of good things to go with it and
wonderful deserts. I would like to say “A
Big Thank
You” to everyone that came.
- The
Gretemans
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Around the State (continued)….

NE:

No meeting notes available.

SE:

No meeting was held in March.

SC:

South Central March Meeting:

By the time I got outside on Saturday morning, my meeting was already underway! I went to get the newspaper for my father-n-law, and
Ricky Vardell along with Bill Yeager pulled in, and caught me at the
mailbox. I think those guys had been driving longer than I had been
awake! I'm starting to understand what my grandmother meant when
she told me, "it's hard to soar with the Eagles in the morning, when
you've stayed up and hooted with the owls too late the night before!"
When I got out to the shop, Tim Jones had brought doughnuts, and he
along with Bruce Willenburg, already had coffee ready, and were
cooking the chili.
Hunter Ogden was busy hammering out hamster swords! (swords
made from concrete form nails) Several guys were hammering away
using a gas forge, and the induction forge. JJ made some bracelets out
of dinner forks. Mandell ran the 100 pound little giant hammer a little
bit. I seen a little man that someone had made from a railroad spike,
and John Cook had made a letter opener or knife with an owl on it.
There were four trade items, and I apologize for not getting a picture
of those. It was a treat to get to see Ron Lehenbauer out and about
again. Folks continued to show up all the way until lunch time. I
think we had right at 30 people show up, if you count my two little
grandsons that showed up later in the day!
We all had a good time and I want to thank everyone that helped pull
it off!
- Byron
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250 Boy Scouts Try Hammering...
Eric Jergensen

About 250 Boy Scouts attended
"Encampment" at Camp Adventure near
Chandler on March 6-8. Saturday was a full
day of old west activities like candle making, tomahawk throwing and, of course,
blacksmithing. We had a continuous flow of
boys and adult leaders from 9 to 5 (minus a
well-earned lunch). We kept 6 anvils ringing
the whole time.
Camp Adventure features a smithy with a
brick forge, 2 vises and 3 anvils. We rounded that out with the Saltfork Craftsmen
teaching trailer equipment so that we could have a demo station outside and 5 hands-on
stations inside.
The event almost went wrong before it started. The other blacksmith had a serious

Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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family emergency just
two days before the
event and had to back
out. Fellow Saltfork
Craftsmen member
Gary Whiteman responded to the emailed
plea for help and ran the
demo station outside the
smithy. He did a nice
mixture of lantern
hooks, drive
nails, leaves and
other simple projects. Depending
on the crowd, he
also let the boys
do some handson work.
My son Elliot and
I had come down
Friday evening,
unloaded the
teaching trailer
and set everything up. We
were joined by
my son Eli and
daughter Riana Saturday morning.
The four of us and a Boy Scout
leader manned the hands-on stations inside the smithy where boys
would set down, slit, punch,
shape, twist and rivet their way to
a dutch oven lid lifter. Due to the
line of boys waiting, each boy did
just a few steps and then yielded
his spot to the next boy.
Towards the end of the day, the
crowd thinned enough that we
could allow a bit of "free form"
work. We ended up with several other items made including
a "crow bar" and, of course, a knife-shaped object.
Overall, we burned 100 pounds of coal and 4 pounds of propane while generating over
two hundred slightly sooty smiles.
Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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These are the steps we used to make the lid lifters…
This is a highly simplified version of Jim Coke's elegant lid-lifter: http://www.iforgeiron.com/
topic/41339-lets-go-camping/ (2nd post). My goal was a project that a boy scout could do under the
direction of a blacksmith. I used only light forging and made sure it covered a good variety of techniques including forging, bending, twisting, slitting, punching and riveting.
Stock: 3/8" round, 25" for the handle and 12" for the lever.
Step 1: Using the near edge of the anvil
lightly set down 2" of stock.

Step 2: Using a slitting chisel, cut the set
down lengthwise. I like to flip the stock
over after setting down and establishing
the cut with the remaining heat. It's easier
to do when the metal is darker. After cutting through, put the stock in the vise and
bottom the cut out from the end. Then, use
a blunt chisel to round the cut.

Step 3: Bend the ar ms out into a " T" .
There are many ways to do this. I find it
convenient to pry them apart with the blunt
chisel before I remove the stock from the
vise. For a cleaner look, file away the rag
from slitting. (I didn't bother.) Use the edge
of the anvil to finish the bend and the face
to straighten things up.

Step 4: Use the hor n of the anvil to for m
the arms of the "T" into a "U". Aim for 1 1/2"
between the prongs.

Step 5: Lightly set down another 2”.

Step 6: Punch a 1/4" diameter hole near
the "U" end. Don't center it in the 2", most
of the 2" is clearance for the hook lever
arm. Put the set down face down at the
edge of the anvil so you have the flat side
down for the back punch and pritchel
work. (Note: you can retain more material
for a stronger boss if you slit / slot punch
and drift.)

Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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Step 7: Repeat for the other end. Make sur e both set downs ar e on the same side.

Step 8: Heat the center of the bar . If the set downs
were rotated a bit from each other, stick one set down in
the vise twist the other into alignment. Now, bend the two
set downs together so the 1/4" holes align. (This bend is an
eye-opener for a beginner: the ease with which the metal
bends tends to be a big "oh!" moment.) I use the horn to tweak the holes into alignment. I started by
holding the long side vertically on the face and hammering the bend on the other side, but that tended
to distort the prongs on the "U" at the supporting end. Finish by bringing the sides together to form an
eye.
Now, take a long heat starting at the base of the eye and then as far toward the "U" prongs as you can.
Place in vise with the "U" prongs down, put a bar in the eye and twist. (See the final drawing for my
suggestion of the eye alignment in the finished twist.) At this point, make the lengths of the "U" prongs
match if they don't. I used bolt cutters and a file.
Step 9: For the hook and lever , star t with a blunt conical taper about 2" long. Put in a slight bend for the hook.
Compare to the "U" prongs of the handle and note the
punch location. (The next picture shows the alignment.)
Very lightly set down just enough to punch. Punch a 1/4"
hole. Finish the (symmetric) flattening, both down onto the
hook and well up the lever arm. I usually end up with a
slight twist in the hook that I fix with scrolling tongs while
clamping the flat/hole in the vise.
Step 10: A wor d of war ning to those with coal for ges: it
is very easy to burn the "U" prongs in the following steps!
Rivet the hook and lever into the handle. You may need to
heat and spread the "U" prongs a little to get it in. I found
that a 7/8" to 1" rivet is about right.
Carefully heat both sides of the prongs. Place upside down in vise and use
scrolling tongs to spread them about 30° outward. (By outward, I mean
away from the plane of the hook and lever.) I used the flat backside of my
coal scoop to tweak them to all roughly touch. (That is, to avoid "rocking
table legs".)

Step 11: Now heat the lever for a shor t heat center ed
about 2-3" from the rivet. Place on a dutch oven lid and
bend the lever handle. (This heat is tricky in a coal forge,
but you don't need a very hot heat.)
The resulting lifter is not spectacular, but the sense of accomplishment and pride for the boy scout definitely is! Takes about two hours with the scout doing all
hammering, bending and twisting and the smith holding
chisels and punches and doing some of the fix-up for misalignments.
After making a pile of these, I've found that the basic
holding is done by the front prongs and the lever. When I
do this next time, I'll probably make one like this:
Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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Shop Tip
Gerald Franklin

I have resisted using wire wheels and cups on angle grinders because they are, in short,
dangerous. Most 4” or 4 ½” grinders turn at about 10,000 rpm and that speed causes
problems when the wheel hangs up on the work piece. The high speed also causes the
wheel to shed wires that can stick into your hide in some of the most interesting places.
The wires can be rough on bystanders, too.
I started using a router speed controller to slow the speed of the grinder down. It makes
the grinder/wire wheel much more pleasant and safer to use. I bought my controller at
Harbor Freight for about $19.
I have experienced no adverse effects of the grinder running at slower speeds.

Description

This router speed control works with any universal AC/DC brush-type motor,
15 amps or under, to give you control over your router speed. The result is
longer bit life and better results depending on the application. Featuring a threeway rocker switch, the dial controls router speed as you work on wood, plastic
and even aluminum.





Plug your router into the control unit and you instantly have a variable-speed tool
Works with any universal AC/DC brush type motor, 15 amps and under
6 ft. cord

Saltfork Craftsmen Artist-Blacksmith Association
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Quick Projects – Leaf/Spoon Swage
Gerald Franklin

A small piece of hardwood (or 4X4) can be used as a
great little swage to shape leaves and spoons. Just
burn the wood deeper as you use it.
If the “swage” gets too deep, use a belt sander to remove wood until the desired depth is reached. When
the wood block is about gone (we’re talking years of
use here), just replace it with a new one.
The one in the
photos is made
from a piece of
plum tree with
an angle iron
hardy shank
attached with a
self-tapping
screw.

This idea is reprinted courtesy of the Phillip Simmons Artist Blacksmith Guild “On the Anvil” newsletter - Editor
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New DVD Illustrating Wrought Iron in the Washington National Cathedral
Available...

The DVD, Beauty in the Shadows: A n Illustrated Inventory of W rought Iron in the
Washington National Cathedral, is now produced and available for purchase. The description on the back of the sleeve sums it up concisely:

“This disc is intended to complement “Beauty in the Shadows”, a recently published
book by Nol Putnam. The book is a work of art; a journey through the cathedral conducted by master blacksmith Nol Putnam. The photography is superb and the text captures the essence of the art form as only a master of the trade with a talent for writing
could do. It includes major works and a sampling of detail.
From the early stages of planning the book it was intended to have a CD-based complete illustrated inventory, including the major gates and grilles with more detail, and
all the railings, door hardware, light fixtures, statues and plaques. It includes all metals, distinguishing those that are wrought iron. Sit back and enjoy the wrought iron of
the cathedral from the most magnificent gates to the most humble hinge strap or railing in 2,284 photos.”
James Pittman is a retired physician who provided both general and specialty tours at
the cathedral for ten years. Over these years he has been photographing every aspect of
the cathedral art. The original intention was to have better resource material available
to his fellow docents. He has produced a book and CD on the 721 carved boss stones, a
CD based atlas of the stained glass windows, a CD based virtual tour of the cathedral,
and several virtual specialty tours, none published for sale to the public. The wrought
iron DVD has been five years in the planning and production, and is available for
$25.00 from Dr. Pittman, 6824 Derby Run Way, Gainesville, VA 20155, or on Amazon at: http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Daps&fieldkeywords=Beauty%20in%20the%20Shadows%20Pittman
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For Sale:

SCABA Shop and Swap

6” round nosed pliers (great for putting scrolls on

small items) $5.00 each.
Brooms tied, $20.00 on your handle Please contact
me for help with handle length.
Contact Diana Davis at Diana.copperrose@gmail.com

SCABA swage blocks
$110.00 plus shipping to members. (1st block)
$130.00 plus shipping to non-members
Contact Bill Kendall for more information

For Sale:
24”(wide) x 1”(thick) Ceramic fiber blanket (similar
to Kao-wool) $1.00 per inch of length. Twisted solid
cable 1/2” diameter $2.00 per ft.
Contact Larry Roderick at 940-237-2814

Wanted:
Advertising Coal Hammers, Contact Mike George at
1-580-327-5235or o Mike-Marideth@sbcglobal.net

SCABA Floor Cones are now
available from Bill Kendall,
Byron Donor and Gerald
Franklin. The price is $200
plus shipping and handling.

Club Coal

Saltfork Craftsmen has coal for sale. Coal is in 1-2”
size pieces The coal is $140.00/ton or .07 /pound to
members .No sales to non-members.
NW Region coal pile is located in Douglas, OK. If

you make arrangements well in advance, Tom Nelson can
load your truck or trailer with his skid steer loader for a fee
of $10 to be paid directly to Tom. Tom has moved his skid
steer and must now haul the loader to the coal pile to load
you out, hence the $10 charge. You may opt to load your
own coal without using Tom’s loader. The coal can be
weighed out at the Douglas Coop Elevator scales. Contact
Tom Nelson (580-862-7691) to make arrangements to pick
Show your pride
up a load. Do not call Tom after 9 PM!! Bring your own
in SCABA!
containers and shovels. Payment for the coal ($.07 per
pound) should be made directly to the Saltfork Treasurer.

License plates for $5.00 each.

NE Region coal location: Charlie McGee has coal
to sell. He lives in the Skiatook, Oklahoma area. His
contact information is:
(home) 918-245-7279 or (cell) 918-639-8779
Please text his cell phone number if you would like to
make arrangements to get coal.
S/C region coal location: Club coal is now available
at Norman at Byron Donor’s place. Call Byron to
make arrangements to come by and get coal.
.

We have a few caps for $10.00.
We have SCABA t-shirts available. They are a grey pocket “T”
with the SCABA logo on the
pocket. Contact Diana Davis for
information. The t-shirts cost
$15.00 each. Free shipping is you
buy 2 or more. Add 2.00 for shipping of only one
shirt. (Anything larger than 3X is considered special order and will take up to 2 weeks and will be at
extra cost.)
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New Member_____
15

16

Membership Renewal ______

16

Saltfork Craftsman Regional Meeting Hosting Form
Region_______SE ______NE_______S/C_______NW
Date: Month__________day______[correct Saturday for region selected above]
Name_______________________________________
Address______________________________________
Phone/email___________________________________
Trade item_____________________________________
Lunch provided_________yes__________no

Directions or provide a map to the meeting location along with this form.

**All meeting are scheduled on a first come basis. Completely filled out form MUST be received by Secretary/Workshop Coordinator no later than the 15th of the month TWO months
PRIOR to the meeting month.
Completed forms can be mailed or emailed.
You will receive a conformation by email or postcard.
A form must be filled out for each meeting.
If you don't receive something from the Secretary/Workshop Coordinator within 10 days of
your sending in your request, call to verify that it was received.
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Saltfork Craftsmen Artist Blacksmith Assoc. Inc.
23966 NE Wolf Rd.
Fletcher, OK 73541

Address Service Requested

Non Profit Organization
U S Postage Paid
Oklahoma City, Ok
Permit #2177

